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ABSTRACT 
 
This paper presents mapping from friction roller to robot joint 
space for complex snake like robot gait such as rectilinear 
locomotion. In this study, the parametric periodic wave is 
generated quantitatively from friction roller model to 
implement locomotion for hyper redundant robot multiple 
joint and linkages or joint space world. This procedure is 
called the mapping from operational or world to robot joint 
space. The body shape can be modelled as fraction of ideal 
diameter of the whole length of snake like robot body 
enveloping a desired diameter. The body shape, speed and 
contact points can be determined from the approximation of 
one whole diameter and desired diameter planned by the 
motion planner. 
 
Key words: Mapping from world to joint space; Rectilinear 
Gait; Orthogonal Configuration Robot.  
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Robotic link and joint can be treated at system level and joint 
level. System level can be considered high level while at joint 
space can be considered low level. Low level robot arm focus 
on controller design. Eduardo I. et all [1] design four DOF 
pseudo-anthropomorphic robotic arm having shoulder yaw 
and pitch, elbow pitch and wrist pitch. The motion capture 
device used is the Microsoft Kinect which detects its 
operator’s arm position. S.V.R.K.Rao et. all [2] develop Brain 
computer Interface to control portable robot arm.At joint 
level, A.A.M Zahir et all. [3] used GA to optimize PI 
controller to regulate speed of cart follower.Robotic arm 
system can be divided further to mobile and static 
system.Snake robot can be considered as mobile robotic 
system. Snake like robot capability to enter narrow space is 
very useful since narrow space exist either man made (inside 
aircraft wing or engine), in nature (endoscopy operation for 
low opening surgery) and disaster areas.  
 
2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
Even though the rectilinear gait is more less space consuming 
in horizontal and vertical direction, most of literature focused 

type of motion which took large floor area due to serpentine 
and sidewinding motion most dominant type of locomotion 
seen in natural snake [3]-[10]. The snake like robot capability 
to enter narrow space is very useful since narrow space exist 
either man made (inside aircraft wing or engine), in nature 
(endoscopy operation for low opening surgery) and disaster 
areas [11]-[14]. It is estimated that the role of snake like robot 
as important as today industrial robot for service industry 
which will capture 7 billion USD worth of market in 2021 
[14].  
 
Md. Raisuddin Khan et. al proposed wriggler gait and gait 
transition from serpentine to wriggler for entering narrow 
space by considering snake scale but in lateral mode by 
employing inverse kinematic [20]-[21]. Norzalilah Mohamad 
Nor and Shugen Ma introduce linear bipolar activation 
function in Central Pattern Generator (CPG) to control  the 
smooth transition the number of S body shape for serpentine 
locomotion  for entering and adapting to various narrow space 
width and to avoid external obstacle [22]-[23]. Both works 
improve the top view serpentine gait by employing Inverse 
kinematic and CPG for multi configuration snake like robot 
adapting to narrow space. Several researchers focused on side 
view locomotion such as rectilinear snake like robot to derive 
the ability of snake moving into confined space [15]-[19]. The 
problem of rectilinear gait snake like robot is different 
mechanical design snake like robots are proposed. There is no 
uniform design universally used for rectilinear snake like 
robot. Second, special design using prismatic or sliding joint 
is employed for rectilinear gait. Prismatic joint is more 
complex, expensive to build and to maintain in lieu of 
revolute joint which possess more dexterity and compactness 
for robotic design method [24]. Third, the sliding prismatic 
joint creates friction with floor space which causes the need 
for special anchor points to balance horizontal friction force 
[25]. In the real field, the coefficient of friction may be very 
large, and the movement will be stuck which raise the 
requirement for movement that free from friction or obstacle 
avoidance movement. Fourth, anchor or pivot points exist that 
act like stopper to propel rectilinearly the segment of snake 
robot from tail, middle segment and head. The pivot or anchor 
point become a major study such as in rectilinear snake like 
locomotion robot especially in exaggerated linear gait snake 
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like robot that employ variable friction anchor point 
developed by Hopkins [26]. Three segment rectilinear gaits 
considering rough surface with dry friction which is scalable 
into higher degree of freedom robot is introduced by Wenbin 
Tang and Shugen Ma in [27].  
 The advantages of employing sliding joints are due to 
reducing the height signature of snake robot. By using 
revolute joint the side view profile may be larger and defeat 
the purpose of employing snake like robot moving into 
confined space. It is necessary to trade of between 
unavoidable height profile and friction free forward 
movement by proposing multi-configuration design using 
revolute joint that adapt into contour side view profile. To 
solve problem of too many rectilinear gaits dedicated snake 
like robot, an orthogonal configuration snake like robot is 
being proposed in this work. Orthogonal configuration Snake 
like robot is among the important design since it can perform 
one plane vertical (rectilinear gait) or horizontal (serpentine) 
and three-dimensional plane (sidewinding and rolling) 
[28]-[30]. These measures solve the rectilinear gait friction 
problem but maintain versatility of orthogonal snake like 
robot configuration for turning and three-dimension 
locomotion if needed to bridge to the rectilinear movements. 
Motoyasu Tanaka and Kazuo Tanaka [31] use orthogonal 
configuration snake like robot with wheel using pitch axes to 
control ascending and descending step and using yaw axes for 
directional control for multi-step rectilinear gait locomotion. 
Sine wave is being used to generate rectilinear vertical plane 
locomotion in orthogonal design snake like robot by 
controlling the amplitude or joint angle and phase angle 
between adjacent pitch joint [32]. Using sine wave is under 
approach of traveling waves which creates impact to the 
ground and body lifting from flat world which cause high 
torque and energy lost which is unneeded for forward motion.  
 
Parameter determination in joint space snake robot rectilinear 
and concertina gait planning is very important since amplitude 
decide the maximum and minimum cyclic angular joint 
distance, frequency decide the overall speed and phase angle 
decide the overall movement (otherwise snake like robot will 
stay in one place without nett displacement). However, 
current cyclic planning still uses intuitive approximation for 
the abovementioned parametric determination. Thus, the 
friction roller mapping will be proposed here where the exact 
sine wave parametric property such as amplitude, frequency, 
and phase angle at every joint numbered from first joint to 
final joint can be determined from wheeled locomotion 
(friction roller) world. This exact conversion procedure will 
help designer from depending on intuitive and iterative effort 
in order to plan a rectilinear and concertina gait for hyper 
redundant robot system. So, this chapter will discuss about the 
algorithm from wheeled locomotion (friction roller) to 
linkages world (joint space).  
 
3. METHODOLOGY 
 
Friction roller of certain radius or diameter when being 

rotated at certain angle and speed can produce certain 
translational distance and speed as shown in equation 1 and 2. 
One complete rotation of friction roller rotation at time , 
produce distance and speed as in equation 3 and 4. So in order 
to find speed we need to decide the appropriate radius  and 
angular speed  to produce one rotation cycle time . The 
determination of speed can solve the translational distance  
per unit time issue in implementing basic land vehicle journey 
planning. Thus, equation 1 to 5 is the main equation govern 
the desired distance and speed in friction roller world which 
can easily planned by designer since friction roller is quite 
common as in wheeled robot or land transport vehicle. The 
total distance desired   , at certain desired time  , as in 
equation 5, are the parameter of the planner or planner input or 
design parameter in friction roller world. Planner also need to 
approximate the value of friction roller diameter  since the 
height or swaying up and down for rectilinear or concertina 
gait in joint space which consume a lot of power to overcome 
gravity is governed by value of . 
 

 
 

Figure 1: Friction roller to linkage kinematic mapping. 
 
 

      (1) 

   (2) 

     (3) 

  (4) 

              (5) 

 
In order to decide the number of links enveloping friction 
roller radius  or diameter , enveloping links technique is 
proposed here. A multi-joint of links enveloping a circle 
method is proposed in figure 2. For example, the rectangular 
enclosure enveloping a friction roller circle, the value of  is 
seen as half of robotic link  or equal to  since   is equal 
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to half of . To model for hexagon and other number of links 
enveloping a circle of friction roller, a general Link to radius 
relationship can be represented in equation 6 and 7 where  
the number of links (or degree of freedom ) enveloping circle 
of radius   or diameter  and  is the value of link length. If 
the number of link enclosing a circle is  as in rectangle 
enclosing a circle, then the value of  or can be 
approximated from equation 6 and 7. With the determination 
of friction roller  (from known value of link length  and 
previous planner desired average speed from equation 5, the 
friction roller one revolution cycle time  and angular speed 
ω can be decided in equation 10 and 11. Maximum and 
minimum joint angle for every linkage joint also related to 
enveloping links technique in figure 2. Equation 12 describe 
the maximum joint angle in positive and negative term which 
is one rotation degree divided by number of links enveloping a 
circle. So the design parameter can be reduced into simplified 
time taken  for one friction roller one cycle rotation (in 
second) and its related angular speed (rad/sec) and maximum 
joint angle (positive and negative)  as in equation 10, 11 
and 12. Phase angle between multi joint system of hyper 
redundant robot also similar to maximum and minimum joint 
angle and represented in equation 13. It is clear from equation 
12 and 13 that approximation of diameter  and value of link 

, will decide the value of maximum angle  and phase 

angle .  
 
The input output relationship to summarize this approach is 
displayed in figure 3. Designer need to approximate the value 
of design parameter for rectilinear gait such as operational 
diameter  , input value of link length  from existing 
robot link length and the average speed   . From the design 
parameter input, the friction roller mapping algorithm will 
produced the multiple output of performance parameter such 
as number of links enveloping circle  , cycle time   , angular 

speed  ω , phase angle  and  maximum joint angle  
 . This straightforward conversion is a major 

contribution of this research which frees the designer from 
intuitive approximation work of planning the rectilinear and 
concertina gait. The parametric periodic wave is generated 
quantitatively from friction roller model to implement 
locomotion for hyper redundant robot multiple joint and 
linkages or joint space world. This procedure is called the 
mapping from operational or world to robot joint space. 

 
The intended operational radius of  is not the same with 
total value of   where the whole body length of hyper 
redundant (total DOF) robot enveloping maximum diameter.  

 
   (6) 

        (7) 

    (8) 

        (9) 

         (10) 

           (11) 

     (12) 

      (13) 

 

.    
 

Figure 2: Enveloping links technique to find friction roller  
 from link value . 

 

 
 

Figure 3: Friction roller input-output relationship 
 
Configuration design and decision 
 
Here vertical or column pair and horizontal or row pair is 
introduced. By referring figure 4, the first joint can be positive 
if it reside in first row or quadrant III and IV, and possessing 
the value of negative if it reside in second row or quadrant I 
and II. If the first column is positive pair, the second column 
become negative pair and alternately repeated into alternate 
positive and negative pair joints of positive and negative. This 
concept elaborated further in figure 5 where joint 1 is in 
positive region because reside in quadrant III or lower row. 
Joint 2 and 3 become negative because second column is 
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negative value. The joint 4 and 5 is positive value because it 
belongs in the positive pair. In the second cycle joint 1 also 
reside in bottom row so joint 1 and 2 have positive value and 
joint 3 and 4 got negative value in second column and joint 5 
and 6 again become positive. In third cycle joint 1 posses 
negative value since it reside on top row and joint 2 and 3 
become negative since it belong to second alternate pair. Joint 
4 and 5 again become positive since it alternately switch to 
positive value. In cycle 4, joint 1 becomes negative since it 
resides on top row. If the first pair negative then joint 2 also 
negative value while joint 3 and four are positive because it 
belong to alternate second column pair. Joint 5 and 6 again 
become positive due to this alternation procedure between 
columns. So the configuration pattern has been proposed in 
this work through cycle pattern started with the location of 
joint1. By identifying joint one (1) location, we can determine 
the joint one sign and subsequent pair sign changes in the next 
column. Sometime joint one or last joint pair consist only one 
joint member in certain cycle. What we mean by positive and 
negative joint is the maximum joint in equation 12 derived 
previously and shown in figure 6. To accommodate this 
configuration, simplified and dedicated coordinate 
assignment system will be proposed in the subsequent 
paragraph. 
. 

 
Figure 4: Tail movement from TA to TB 

 
Figure 5: Linkage enclosure to friction roller configuration 

 
Figure 6: Joint positive and negative nomenclature 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
Total length of snake like robot enclosing a virtual circle will 
produce diameter of certain value  which is the ideal 
diameter that govern the rectilinear gait locomotion in joint 
space world. Figure 7 shows a snake like robot with length 

 equal 1.942 m and through relation in equation 14 will 
produce enveloping circle with diameter   as in 
equation 15. This diameter  in equation 15 will become 
reference diameter for this mapping from wheeled to joint 
space locomotion procedure. With some modification, 
mapping from full circle shown in figure 15 with this diameter 
will produce one diameter movement as shown theoretically 
in figure 16. Equation 16 produces every joint angle 
progressive value of snake like robot toward performing one 
diameter closed circle configuration that mentioned 
previously which is degree (as shown in figure 8 and 
9). 
 

          (11) 

       (15) 

=  (16) 
 
 

 
 
Figure 7: Shows a snake like robot with length 1.942 m 
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Figure 8: Total length 1.942m enveloping circle with 
diameter   
 

 
 
Figure 9: Circular body configuration with every joint angle 
of  
 
Circular configuration transition cyclic shape shifter 
using sine as oscillator 
 
To morph progressively from convex and concave of circular 
configuration, an oscillator that return the value from one to 
negative one (from 1 to -1) is needed so that a cyclic and 
symmetric mirroring movement can be produced. Sine wave 
is adopted as for producing this trajectory planning for the 
progressive shape changes since sine wave differential with 
time still produce finite value of acceleration and jerk (avoid 
infinite acceleration and torque). Sine wave returns cyclic 
value from -1 to 1 while amplitude  will magnify the sine 
wave oscillator according to multiplication of amplitude and 
sine wave oscillator value. The frequency , multiply by time 

 decide the speed of this oscillation. Thus, the radian value 
produced from equation 16 will be used as amplitude which 
will be multiplied to sine wave oscillator with certain 
frequency ω and time  to become equation 17 which produce 
a series of concave and convex movement as simulated in 
figure 10 and 11 which shows that this pure cyclic sine wave 
convex and concave movement can produce the transition of 

convex and concave alternate configuration where robot only 
stay in one place.  

      (17) 
 
 

 
 
Figure 10:  One (1) diameter configuration concave 
configuration with    

 
Figure 11: One (1) diameter configuration convex 
configuration with    
 
From circular configuration to forward Locomotion 
based on operational diameter 
 
The problem with equation 17 is no forward motion is 
produced beside the shape changing mirroring previous body 
shape configuration. In order to produce frontward motion a 
split circle shape or configuration need to be planned. A  
gradual modifier need to be added to sine wave oscillator, so 
the circular shape can be split gradually to opposite half 
configuration as depicted theoretically in figure 12. To 
implement gradual split circle configuration, the amplitude 
value produced in equation 17 also can be used again as phase 
angle addition to sine wave oscillator that unique to every 
joint which is shown in equation 18. The multiplier  is 
related to joint number and become multiplier to amplitude 
value decided previously. The amplitude value when 
multiplied with number of local joint ,  actually behave as 
phase angle to sine wave oscillator  also being called as phase 
angle to offset the value of angular motion in incremental 
manner from one joint to another. The usage of equation 17 is 
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shown in equation 18 to 21 which produce individual joint 
angle from tail to head of snake robot belonging to joint N. 
 

     (18) 
   (19) 
   (20) 
   (21) 

 

 
Figure 12: Theoretical one (1) diameter configuration for 
rectilinear gait with   
 
Translational Speed estimation  
 
From previous discussion, the rectilinear gait will be based on 
diameter  since the objective in this work is to map from 
wheeled locomotion or task space to gait implementation in 
joint space. Now we want to estimate speed based on the split 
circle configuration proposed in Figure 12. Thus we want to 
find relation from  to  for speed calculation. To come 
up with , the total length of snake like robot will be 
viewed as number of virtual diameter fitting in to convex and 
concave cyclic progression but the circle is divided into two to 
produce rectilinear motion as depicted in Figure 12. One 
diameter configuration actually consists of convex and 
concave virtual circle. Equation 19 shows the concept of 
modelling two circles with corrected virtual diameter   to 
produced one diameter D body concave and convex 
configuration. The number of virtual circle desired other than 
one or  is introduced in equation 20 which shows that for 
one diameter  movement the value of   is equal to one. 
Equation 21 provides the operational speed diameter   for 
calculating  the overall speed of split circle gait. 
 

            (22) 

        (23) 

=0.2m         (24) 

=0.050m/s    (25) 

 
Figure 13: Mapping from wheeled locomotion or task space 
to gait implementation in joint space 
 
One diameter locomotion  
One wheeled diameter  with angular speed ω=0.5rad/sec 
will produce translational speed as equation 22 displayed in  
Figure 14 where 1-D convex configuration produce 
X-movement 0.5 m in 28 sec or V=0.0178m/s with 
w=0.5rad/sec where Vtheory is 0.0773 and the maximum Z or 
height distance from ground is about 0.4 m which resembles 
theoretical operational diameter  as of 1-D diameter 
value of 0.30907m (the differences is due to thickness of side 
view snake like robot profile. Progressive movement can be 
seen in figure 16.  Equation 22 successfully produces 
rectilinear gait from theoretical diameter of easy to understand 
wheeled or friction roller locomotion with certain diameter D 
and angular speed ω. The mapping from task space in term of 
wheeled locomotion to joint space in term of linkages 
rectilinear locomotion have been demonstrated in this 
simulation.  
 

 
 
Figure 14: 1-D convex configuration produce X-movement 
0.5 m in 34 sec or V=0.0147m/s with w=0.5rad/sec where 
Vtheory=0.0123m/s 
 
Operational diameter deviates from Ideal diameter 
 
Movement based on ideal one circle diameter suffers from 
low speed and high elevation joints during frontward motion 
since a lot of energy being used for body lifting of joints and 
links.  The objective is to move forward but the body lifting 
which is not needed for forward motion need to be reduced as 
low as possible. Anyway, body lifting is needed to allow 
freedom of motion between contact points which will be 
discussed further in the next paragraph. The ideal diameter  
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is the diameter of the whole length of snake like robot 
enveloping one circle. Deviation from this diameter is the 
ratio  of ideal diameter to intended diameter   as proposed 
in equation 26. Let say the desired diameter  is half than 
ideal   diameter which makes the total length of snake like 
robot in linkages world will be divided into two circle system 
implementing rectilinear gait doing forward motion illustrated 
in figure 16.  This decision create the value of ratio    
become to 2  and produce the operational diameter  of 
0.1545m as in equation 28 which will yield speed 
approximation of about 0.0386m/s as in equation 29. The 
actual result of half diameter locomotion is shown in Figure 
16  where 0.5-D configuration produce X-movement 1 m in 
30 sec or V=0.0333m/s with ω=0.5rad/sec where the 
theoretical speed is  0.0386m/s (speed deviation about 
16%).The speed also affect the differences between 
estimation and actual speed. Figure 17 shows  half-D 
configuration produce X-movement 0.25 m in 30 sec but with 
lesser frequency value of  w=0.1rad/sec where actual speed is  
V=0.00833m/sec and theoretical speed is  

0.00773m/s(deviation of 7.76%). The more accurate 
result is observed when speed is slower due to less dynamic 
torque dissipated to implement dynamic speed requirement. 
The experiment with desired diameter from 0.125 to 0.4m 
with ω=1 rad/sec is summarized in table 1, while table two 
shows the simulation result for ω=0.5rad/sec. 
 

                 (26) 

              (27) 

=0.15454m        (28) 

=0.0386m/s   (29) 

=0.00773m/s  (30) 
 

 
Figure 15: Friction roller operational diameter  
 
 

 
Figure 16: 0.5-D convex configuration produce X-movement 
1 m in 30 sec or V=0.0333m/s with w=0.5rad/sec where 

0.0386m/s

 
Figure 17: Half-D configuration produce X-movement 0.25 
m in 30 sec with w=0.1rad/sec, V=0.00833m/sec 

0.00773m/s 
 
Table 1: Desired diameter, speed and torque result with ω=1 

rad/sec 

 

5. CONCLUSION 
 
Table 1 shows theoretical speed as a fraction    of one 
diameter  wheeled locomotion in task space. Started with 
desired diameter  which is equal to fraction of 1 
to desired diameter 0.155 which is equal to fraction of 3.987. 
Designer able to plan the multi number of virtual circles by 
deciding number of circle  which produces the value of 

diameter  in joint or robot space. From the table, the 
theoretical speed almost match with actual speed when the 
value of desired diameter equal to  0.25 with acceptable value 
of lifting effort of torque 2.9Nm in comparison of higher 
value of torque with different desired diameter. So, the 
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objective in this work which is to map from wheeled 
locomotion or task space to gait in vertical group joints in 
joint space already achieved especially for operational rolling 
diameter about 0.25m. The fraction of body shape deviate 
from ideal diameter can also be determined such as 1D and 
half D body configuration as in figure 14,16 and 17. The 
number of contact points will be developed further in future 
work. 
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